
CHIEF DEBUTES NEW 
SOLUTIONS AT DSE 2017
Chief debuted a number of new solutions the digital signage market 
at DSE 2017. The FRA Freestyle Rotation Adapter brings a new twist 
to Fusion and ConnexSys mounts. The FRA provides 90 degrees of 
rotation for infinite orientation possibilities. Positive lockouts are 
at 15 degree increments. The accessory is compatible with Fusion 
wall, ceiling and freestanding mounts. An additional accessory gives 
the ability to overlap displays for even greater creative freedom. The 
Fusion Modular Series is being expanded to include multi-row video 
walls. Chief uses the common components of Fusion multi-display 
mounts and a new online configurator to give customers the ability 
to build and order the parts necessary to meet their exact applica-
tion requirements. 
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PEERLESS-AV 
SMARTMOUNT SUPREME 
FULL SERVICE VIDEO 
WALL MOUNT
Peerless-AV’s SmartMount Supreme Full Service Video Wall 
Mount (DS-VW775) is lighter and easier to install/service, fea-
turing new lateral micro-adjustments and convenient service-
ability with a pop-out mechanism. Ideal for creating video walls 
in various applications, the DS-VW775 offers simple, tool-less 
micro adjustments for 1.5” of fine tune adjustment on each of 
the X, Y and Z axes. With the DS-VW775, displays are seamlessly 
aligned while tedious calculations and onsite guesswork are 

eliminated for install-
ers, reducing the time 
and cost of installation. 
The DS-VW775 offers 
reusable display-dedi-
cated wall plate spac-
ers, which can be used 
for both portrait and 
landscape applica-
tions. Additionally, the 
DS-VW775 is 25% lighter 
in comparison to previ-
ous models, making it 
easier to hang.

NEW PRODUCTS
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FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.AVNETWORK.COM.
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A New Wave in Connectivity
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